The following is a list of events that are coming this year and beyond. Please contact Kim Holizna at KimHolizna@oai.org with any questions. Thank you!

1. Webinar on steel and aluminum duty update as well as new regulations for Aero industry. 60 to 75 minutes long. Cost free to members. $20 all others

2. Legal Aspects of Government Contracts presented by Baker Hostetler, SBIR update

3. ITAR & Export controls workshop for manufacturers and Universities. Compliance Requirements.

4. Networking opportunity for members, opportunity to interact with one another on collaboration opportunities. Have speakers talk about UAV and UAS and opportunities for Ohio and our companies and how they can become involved.

5. Full day aerospace event highlight 50 years of Apollo bringing the astronauts from Ohio together.

6. Cyber Security programs and info on funding

7. Standards for Aero and defense sales

8. Update on Research funding and opportunities for companies.

9. Holiday networking event.

10. Speaker Series consisting of topics of interest with cocktail hour at the end. Speaker 30 to 45 mins plus questions.

11. Women in Stem, partner with NASA for program utilizing their speakers as well as women from my network in Engineering and manufacturing.

12. Networking program and meeting for Universities in Northeast Ohio.

13. Paris Air Show

14. Global Opportunities in Aerospace & Defense

15. Trade Missions to Europe and Canada around opportunities for US companies in Aero Sector.